
— create a "blueprint" for a design (e.g., a t!l to use, a toy or game to play, a 
policy to enact, etc.), thinking broadly about its e!ect on way-of-life for individuals 
and/or co"unities. The overarching goal is to design for flourishing, beyond 
convenience or profit. in your blueprint, a#re$ the fo%owing questions: What 
is it for? What is the medium? Who would it a!ect? How would you want people to 
f"l, in experiencing your design?

— create a user manual or articulate a Manifesto of your vision for your 
design in the context of its use. Precision is a virtue. Provide pertinent details and 
nuance to fu%y convey your design.

NOTES: The i&er l'p of "design for economics" should also be considered (but 
not as the primary aim). way of life should be a consequence of what you design 
(function) and how it is to manifest itself in the world (form). F(l fr( to envision a 
way of life and then design backwards from it. Visuals are welcome. reco"ended 
Word limit: 500 words (may be significantly fewer if visuals are used to te% the 
story)

Part 1: blueprint + manual or manifesto
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course learning goals Served
2) Characterize social, cultural, and ethical contexts in which design decisions 
    are made.
3) Evaluate design along functional, ethical, and aesthetic dimensions.
4) Conceptualize the design of products aimed to promote flourishing. 
5) Adapt the course to your personal experiences, interests, and circumstances.

(Continued…)
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Part 2: short-form fictional na!ative
write a short-form fictional na!ative (1200-1500 words) that contextualize the use, 
experience, and e"ect of your design in an everyday se#ing.  Help the reader inhabit 
a world, way of life, or society that includes your design.  it can be set in the 
present, the future, or even the past (e.g., post-internet, pre-social-media, or a 
world in which robots walk among us).  Whatever the se#ing, your na!ative should 
envision your design in the context of its use: what values are expre$ed in the way it 
is designed.  What are its potential consequences (g%d or bad)?  Might there be 
any unintended consequences?  What does it say about "how we would want to live 
with our technologies", what way of life does it encourage? Te& us the speculative 
story of your design.

Deliverables
0) title and abstract (250-300 words, due in section, 2/24 or 2/25)
1) polished poster (in pdf format) of part 1 (due in section, 3/8 or 3/9)
2) short-form na!ative (1200-1500 words, due on canvas 3/10)
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